
Thanks you for the thoughtfulness of inCluding past ace. 

and for your kind comments, which I do appreciate. 

You ask is something still being done. The investigation by the Congress 
was a farce, originally intended to put down all crticism of the official 
account of the assassination. 	other official inventigetion is now in prospect 
and absent some sensational developments, I do not expect my. However, some of 
py friends and I continue to use the Freedom of Information Act.to bring existing 
evidence to light and from time to time we succeed. But don't expect any slaoleing 
gun because the crime itself was never investigated. 

You are more perceptive than most in not crediting Lifton. Be is a bright and 
rather amoral man who spent much of his life duplicating what others had already 
done, so he made up a formula that could be sold and in this sold himself as the 
inventor of the wheel and the discoverer of sex. From your oen reading you shouli 
realize that there is nothieg new in hin book, save his taking credit for the work 
of others, beeides his theorynand that is not only improbable, it is impossible 
and entirely untenable. Why else would a major publisher go for it and sand a 
fortune promoting it? 

Sorry I can't take time to go into all the details, but at each point and to his 
knowledge, his theory was imposeeble. Be knew that the second chopper was transporting 
the rilitary honor guard, that this hinor guard was also on the plane and thus would 
have seen any offloading(besides which there wore about 3,000 spectators on that 
side of AF-1, and that he omitted the tine for the taking of pictures and X.-rays 
from his time reconstruction. Besides, the other gate of the Navy hospital was 
closed and beaked and there was no attendant there to open it. 

Best wishes, 
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